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I, Murray Weber, being duly sworn, say as follows:

1. I am a supervising civil engineer in the Civil Nuclear Engineering Dept.

of Ebasco Services, Incorporated. My business address is Ebasco Services

Incorporated, Two World Trade Center, New York, N.Y. 10048. A suaanary of my

qualifications and experience is attached hereto as Exhibit A, which is
incorporated herein by reference. I have personal knowledge of the matters

stated herein and believe them to be true and correct. This affidavit is
offered in support of "Licensee's Motion for Summary Disposition of

Intervenor's Contentions" regarding Admitted Contention 1.

2. Admitted Contention 1 (originally Amended Petition Contention 3) states:

That the calculation of radiological consequences resulting
from a cask drop accident are not conservative and the radia-
tion releases in such an accident will not meet the 10 CFR
Part 100 criteria.
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The bases for Admitted Contention 1 were stated as follows:

The study prepared by the Department of Nuclear Energy,
Brookhaven National Laboratory entitled "Severe Accidents
in Spent Fuel Pools in Support of Generic Safety,"
NUREG/CR 4982 g BNL NUREG 52093 p indicat es that "~ ~ ~ the
calculation of radiological consequences resulting from
such an accident are, at this point in time, apparently
impossible to determine." "There is substantial uncertainty
in the fission product release estimates. These uncertain-
ties are due to both uncertainty in the accident progres-
sion (fuel temperature after clad oxidation and fuel
relocation occurs) and the uncertainty in the fission product
decontamination." (S.6) In light of such uncertainty, no
estimate can be determined to be conservative.

3. The purpose of my affidavit is to demonstrate that there was proper

bounding of uncertainties associated with a cask drop accident at the St.

Lucie 1 spent fuel pool. The Affidavit of Stephen Marschke, also offered in
support of "Licensee's Motion for Summary Disposition of Intervenor's

Contentions," regarding Admitted Contention 1, addresses the conservatism with
which the potential off-site doses from a postulated cask drop accident at St.

Lucie 1 were calculated. It also explains that th'e resulting radiation doses

are well within the criteria of 10 CFR Part 100.

4. This affidavit will discuss the structural integrity of the spent fuel

pool in the event of a fuel cask drop accident.

5. The bases for Admitted Contention 1 refer to a study prepared by the

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Nuclear Energy, entitled "Severe

Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools in Support of Generic Safety Issue 82,"

NUREG/CR-4982, BHL-NUREG-52093 (hereinafter "BNL Report" ). The BNL Report

attempted to assess the likelihood and consequences of a severe accident in a

spent fuel storage pool (the complete draining of the pool).
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6. It appears, particularly from Intervenor's response to specific

interrogatory'2 regarding Admitted Contention 1, as though the Intervenor's

understanding of the BNL Report is that a cask drop accident will result in

structural failure of the pool resulting in complete and essentially

instantaneous draining of the pool, and possible criticality. Draining of the

pool, however, can only result from structural failure of the pool, which will
not occur in the case of a cask drop. Further, even if the pool were somehow

to drain, criticality cannot occur since there would no longer be any

moderator in the pool; a necessary condition for criticality.

7. The BNL Report has considered in their probability estimates that

structural failure of the spent fuel pool due to a cask drop accident has

occurred. However, conservatively assuming that a cask drop occurs,

structural failure of the St. Lucie 1 spent fuel pool will not occur, and,

therefore, the pool will not drain.

8. The St. Lucie 1 spent fuel pool has a spent fuel cask storage area

located in the northeast corner of the pool. This area is enclosed by steel

built-up walls on the south and west sides that are 6-7/8 inches thick and 14

feet, 9 inches high above the bottom of the spent fuel pool floor and extend

above the top of the spent fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel racks. It
is to be noted that the BNL Report on page 37, footnote "a", states "some

spent fuel pools have a special section for the shipping cask separated from

the main pool by a wall with a weir or gate. For such a configuration the

number of passes over the pool edge would be zero and hence the risk to the

main pool from a cask drop would be zero." Such is the case for the St. Lucie
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9. The spent fuel cask weight for St. Lucie 1 is limited to 25 tons. It is

to be noted that the BNL Report referenced the Wash-1400 Report, by the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-75/014, Reactor Safety Study, An

Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants. The

Mash-1400 Report used a 100 ton cask as the basis for the cask drop accident.

10. In the St. Lucie 1 analysis the cask was analyzed for a cask drop from

the maximum height available for the crane lift to the top of the foundation

mat at its thinnest location, a drop of 26.5 feet in air plus 33.96 feet in

water for a total drop distance of 60.46 feet, and assumed to strike

perpendicular to the mat for the maximum impact energy. Potential energy

losses due to exterior cask progections, splash down into water and piston

action in the confined cask storage area were conservatively not taken into

account. The analysis also conservatively assumed that the cask was a rigid

body and did not take into account its ductility, or energy absorption from

cask deformation resulting from .a cask drop.

11. The maximum stresses in the structure due to the cask drop occurred for

the load combination that included the minimum outside winter temperature as

well as the cask drop stresses and the maximum dead and live loads in the

pool. Safety factors determined by the analysis were as follows:
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S ress e a d c t o a et acto

l. Maximum tensile stress in reinforcing bars in mat

2. Maximum tensile stress in reinforcng bars in vali

3. Maximum compressive stress in concrete mat

4. Maximum compressive stress in concrete vali

5. Maximum shear stress in concrete mat

6. Maximum shear stress in concrete vali

1.54

1.41

3.79

1.05

1.56

12. All safety factors are greater than one and therefore the cask drop

accident will not cause spent fuel pool structural failure. The stresses in

all structural elements are relatively low except for the maximum shear stress

in the concrete mat. It is possible that fine hairline cracks may develop in

local areas in the cask storage area vhich are held in place by the large

amount of reinforcing steel. The amount of vater leakage through the hair-

line cracks vould be relatively lov in volume and vould easily be within the

make up capability of the spent fuel pool makeup system. Therefore, the cask

storage area vould not drain and no fuel assemblies vould be uncovered.

13. There are other possible scenarios for cask drops such as the cask

tilting, dropping off-center and hitting the side vali of the pool; hitting

the top of the vali at the north side directly; tilting and hitting the top of

the vali on the east side; or falling at an angle and one end striking the mat

first. In each of these cases, the impact energy is considerably less than

the cask drop case considered for analysis since the distance the cask falls

is minimized or the full potential impact energy vould not be absorbed by the

structural element impacted.
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14. It can therefore be concluded that, if a spent fuel cask is dropped, the

spent fuel pool will maintain its structural integrity, and the accident will
not cause the cooling water to drain from the pool. Since the water inventory

remains in the pool, further accident progression dependent upon draining of
the pool need not be considered. However, despite this, the accident'sequence

assuming damage to and fission gas release from all the fuel assemblies in the

pool was analyzed, as discussed in the affidavit of Mr. S. Marschke,

referenced above.

15. The probabilities and uncertainties identified in the BNL Report from a

cask drop do not have to be considered in the calculation of potential
radiological consequences since a conservatively assumed cask drop accident

will not cause structural failure which will drain the pool.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Murr Weber

/
STATE OF

COUNTY OF ~ ~™

Subscribed and sworn to before me this M4 day of

My commission expires: W~~ ~o ~

d'988.
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Exhibit A

MURRAY HEBER

Supervising Civil Engineer

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY

3/2

Registered Professional Engineer with over forty (40) years of experience in
civil engineering design of fossil and nuclear-fueled electric generating
stations, and various industrial projects. Responsibilities included
supervision and approval of engineering and design of all civil engineering
features including foundations, site work, reservoirs, dams, hydraulic
analysis and design of circulating water systems, structural and dynamic
analyses of buildings and structures, retaining walls, and intake structures.

Administrative responsibilities have included supervision of Quality Assurance
programs, development of manpower forecasts, work schedules, task assignments,
and evaluation of personnel, development of engineering procedures, civil
engineering sections of FSAR, classification of structures and components, 10

CFR 50.59 evaluations, and addressing NRC concerns and positions.

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE

Client

TU Electric

Pro)ect

Comanche Peak
Units 1 8 2

Size

1159 MH

Fuel

Nuclear

TVA

Carolina Power 8 Light Co.

Florida Power 8 Light Co.

Tokyo Electric Power Co.

Chubu Electric Power Co.

Northeast Utilities

Con Edison

Niagara Mohawk

Specification
Improvement Program

Shearon Harris
Unit Nos. 1-4

St Lucie
Unit Nos. 1-2

Fukushima
Unit Nos. 1-2

Study

Millstone 1

Astoria No. 6

Lake Erie
Unit Nos 1-2

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

900 MH

870 MH

460 MH

700 MH

800:MH

850 MH

Nuc 1 ea'r

Nuclear

Nuclear

Nuclear

Nuclear

Nuclear

Oi 1

Coal

Ebasco Services Incorporated, New York, NY; 1967-Present

o Supervising Civil Engineer, 1973-Present
o Principal Engineer, 1969-1973
o Senior Engineer, 1967-1969
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0 HURRAY HEBER

EHPLOYHENT HISTORY (Cont'd)

Pope, Evans, 5 Robbins, New York, NY; 1966-1967

o Project Engineer

Halter Kidde Constructors, New York, NY; 1965-1966

o Chief Civil Engineer

Burns and Roe, Inc. New York, NY; 1951-1965

o Principal Civil Engineer

Kennedy-Van Saun Hfg. 5 Eng. Co., New York, NY; 1946-1951

o Structural and Project Engineer

U.S. Army Air Forces; 1943-1946

o First Lieutenant

Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn.; 1942-1943

o Junior Structural Engineer

EDUCATION

City College of New York — BCE - 1942
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute - HCE - 1952

REGISTRATIONS

Professional Engineer - New York, Florida, North Carolina

Inactive Registrations - Hashington, Haryland

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

ASCE - Fellow - Life Member
ACI - Hember

ADDENDA

Professor at Pratt Institute — Evening School of Construction Management
from 1953 to 1984
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